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           Premier AI Solutions,
 Software Development
 And Team Outsourcing 
  G-Group.dev empowers your business with cutting-edge AI technology and end-to-end solutions. Our team of skilled specialists is dedicated to handling your IT needs, allowing you to prioritize your core business objectives with confidence. 
 Get started 
 
 
 
 
       We are your to-go AI implementation, custom software development and outsourcing partner 
  We offer access to top-tier industry talent and expertise in seamless AI integration, programming, and team outsourcing. 
         
 
      
   Services we offer 
  Flexible and cost-effective IT services are crucial to meeting your business goals. Here’s what we can do for you: 
     
   Custom AI-powered tools 
 Embrace the future of business with our AI integration offer.  G-Group.dev’s team of AI specialists harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to revolutionize your operations. 
  We build tools based on OpenAI and GPT models, adjust them to meet your needs, and help you seamlessly integrate the algorithms into your internal workflow. Result? Your company and employees are empowered to make data-driven decisions, automate processes, and unlock new growth opportunities. 
 Read more 
 
 
         Software Development Outsourcing 
  Experience success in your chosen field by leveraging our expert frontend and backend engineers at G-Group.dev. 
  Whether you require the assistance of a single developer or an entire team of specialists, we have the experts ready to support you in achieving your brand's objectives. Seamlessly integrate our developers into your existing team or create a dedicated squad tailored to your specific requirements, and witness your brand's idea for a digital product come to life. 
 Read more 
    Custom Development 
  At G-Group.dev, we recognize that each business has its own set of goals and challenges. 
  That's why we specialize in creating customized software solutions that address the unique needs of our clients. Our experienced developers, architects, designers, and project managers collaborate closely with you to gain a deep understanding of your business, develop a comprehensive strategy, and build a tailored solution that propels your brand forward. 
 Read more 
    Project Rescue & Support 
  When your existing project faces challenges or doesn't meet your initial vision, G-Group.dev is here to provide reliable support. 
  Our project rescue and support services are designed to identify issues, offer expert guidance, and reshape software products to realign them with your expectations. We seamlessly integrate at any project lifecycle stage, assessing its current state and implementing strategic measures to ensure long-term success. 
 Read more 
 
 
     Our tech stack
        
 
     Case
studies
        Financial Crime Fighters - a platform for AML consultations 
  An AI tool enabling swift AML information access and client-driven updates and adaptability 
 
       Souvre - new version of the MLM platform 
  Solution for one of the biggest MLM companies in Europe used by 200k users 
 
       Medicover - Diet Platform 
  Digital platform for generating diet fitted to your needs 
 
       NeoNail - loyalty mobile application 
  Creating a loyalty program in the form of a mobile app for the beauty industry leader 
 
       My Trainer - mojtrener.edu.pl 
  Smart way to manage teaching materials 
 
       Adam Mickiewicz University - Lecture planning system 
  Fast and complex online tool for lecture planning 
 
       4 Workshop - ecommerce platform 
  Car parts trading online store 
 
  
 
 
 
 
        Volkswagen - Nora campaign flyer tool 
  Digital transformation of marketing materials for Volkswagen Dealers across Europe 
 
       Souvre - new version of the MLM platform 
  Solution for one of the biggest MLM companies in Europe used by 200k users 
 
       Medicover - Diet Platform 
  Digital platform for generating a diet fitted to your needs 
 
       Volkswagen - Optiparts e-commerce B2B platform 
  First Volkswagen’s e-commerce platform with >1 mln car parts within reach 
 
       NeoNail - loyalty mobile application 
  Creating a loyalty program in the form of a mobile app for the beauty industry leader 
 
       Volkswagen - new ecommerce platform 
  Building an online store with accessories for VW Commercial Vehicles 
 
       My Trainer - mojtrener.edu.pl 
  Smart way to manage teaching materials 
 
       Adam Mickiewicz University - Lecture planning system 
  Fast and complex online tool for lecture planning 
 
       4 Workshop - ecommerce platform 
  Car parts trading online store 
 
  
 
 
 
 
   MORE CASE STUDIES  
     Key benefits
  Our team members possess a minimum of 3 years of commercial experience in cutting-edge technologies. They are readily available to support your project, providing consistent and reliable expertise in the realm of AI and programming. 
    Access to Skilled Developers
  Our team members possess a minimum of 3 years of commercial experience in cutting-edge technologies. They are readily available to support your project, providing consistent and reliable expertise in the realm of AI and programming. 
 
   Alignment of Projects and Skills
  No matter the scope of your current project, we provide you with developers who possess the precise skills and knowledge required for successful implementation. We prioritize the professional growth of our team, ensuring they consistently meet and exceed client expectations. 
 
   Customizable Team Structure
  We understand that software projects are dynamic and ever-evolving. That's why we offer you the flexibility to choose and customize your team according to your current needs and requirements, enabling seamless adaptation as your project progresses. 
 
   Streamlined Client Experience
  Leave the team management, documentation handling, and administrative tasks to us. Our focus remains on delivering the software solution, allowing for a hassle-free collaboration that emphasizes the essential aspects of your project. 
 
   Optimized Budget Allocation
  With our approach, you only pay for the hours each developer dedicates to your project. As the team composition evolves, you can adjust your budget accordingly. This flexible approach ensures efficient spending, providing you with the best possible value for your investment. 
 
   Project Enhancement and Modernization
  Unsatisfied with your previous vendor's work? Or is your current solution outdated and in need of a redesign? We've got you covered. Our team excels at fixing and enhancing existing software, bringing it up to modern standards, and aligning it with your clients' evolving needs. 
 
 
 
        Why choose
 G-Group.dev? 
  Discover the differentiating factors that set us apart as a trusted software agency: 
 	 Fast response time
  Experience a swift offer proposal with our team. Simply provide us with your contact information, and we'll promptly reach out to discuss your project, ensuring a quick and efficient process. 
 
	  Commitment of dedicated team leaders 
  Our skilled team leaders take charge of every aspect of your project, prioritizing client satisfaction and delivering exceptional results that exceed expectations. 
 
	 Innovation & know-how
  As professionals that offer AI implementations services, custom software development, and outsourcing, our main goal is to always be up-to-date with the latest technologies and industry trends. Then, we use them to create future-proof solutions. 
 

 
      
 
   	 Ongoing communication
  We value regular feedback and maintain open lines of communication with our clients. This enables us to engage in fruitful discussions, exchange valuable insights, and tailor our work accordingly. 
 
	  Proactive work ownership 
  We proactively monitor project progress to swiftly identify and address any potential issues or challenges. Our dedicated team takes ownership of their work to ensure smooth execution and timely completion. 
 
	  Efficient recruitment process 
  Sourcing developers who perfectly match the requirements of specific projects is our specialty. Count on us to quickly assemble a team of skilled professionals tailored to your project's needs. 
 
	  Flexibility and adaptability 
  We continuously evaluate the skills of each developer to determine their relevance and suitability for each project stage. This allows us to maintain optimal flexibility and adaptability, ensuring the right expertise is deployed at the right time. 
 

 
     
 
 
      Testimonials 
  Find out what our past clients appreciate the most about partnering up with G-Group.dev. 
        "Internal stakeholders are exceptionally pleased with the results. The users have expressed positive feedback about its accessibility. The solution has even allowed stakeholders to reach new audiences. Globe Group S.A. is an eager, communicative group." 
    Sebastian Drzewiecki VP & Managing Director at Sabre Poland 
 
 
 
      "The project was a success, allowing the client to reduce hours spent on manning their reception station. The Globe Group S.A. team was communicative and efficient throughout the project, delivering results both on time and in budget." 
    Monika Zamojska Head of Training Academy at VW Group Poland 
 
 
 
      "The flow between both sides was impressive. The knowledge and know-how of the company was excellent too." 
    Krzysztof Pawlak Investment Associate at SpeedUp Group 
 
 
 
      "We were impressed with Globe Group's attention to standards and good practice usage on every stage of the project." 
    Piotr Wieruszewski CEO at Sony Centre Poland 
 
 
 
      "We've compared similar companies and G-Group is one of the few that can provide a full service for both development and marketing. They took care about the design, implementation and preparation of the marketing strategy." 
    Maciej Winter CEO at Win Construction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Look for more reviews on    
 
 
      
 
    
   About usEmpowering
 your digital transformation 
  G-Group.dev is an AI-centric software agency that excels in advanced solutions designed to meet the demands of today's businesses. We specialize in outsourcing and creating custom digital solutions infused with AI capabilities, empowering brands to elevate their ongoing development projects with the transformative power of algorithms. 
  Our dynamic team comprises over 50 skilled and experienced developers who possess deep expertise in a diverse array of AI technologies, frontend, and backend. Not only are they specialists in their respective domains, but they are also passionate AI enthusiasts who continuously strive to expand their knowledge and expertise in this rapidly evolving field. 
 LEARN MORE ABOUT US 
 
        
   ContactG–et 
quote 
  Share your business needs with us, and we'll provide tailored solutions that align with your requirements. Our goal is to understand your organization better and propose optimal solutions to drive your success. 
   LET'S TALK  
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   Office
   ul. Św. Marcin 69
 61-808 Poznań, PL 
 
 
  hello@g-group.dev +48 61 847 40 07 
  
   
 
               